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WAC 480-07-830

Steven V. King, 													5-22-2017 @ 13:30

Executive Director and Secretary 

Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission - Respect. Professionalism. Integrity. Accountability. 

1300 S. Evergreen Park Dr. SW 

P. O. Box 47250 

Olympia, Washington  98504-7250



This is GO VIP’s request for a Formal Hearing TE-161295 to discuss Steve Valentinetti’s 24 year accident free companies and the future of GO VIP



[bookmark: _GoBack]GO-VIP being held back by the WUTC is a continued attempt to stop Steve Valentinetti (SV) from attaining Federal Transportation Contracts (past and future) and cover up the DOT’s use of threats against mistakenly presumed minority, foreigner owned companies.  Because Valentinetti responded with civil rights complaints against the DOT, the DOT shut AMI Coaches down without allowing a hearing to challenge the false claims. With requests for Administrative Reviews, Adjudication, any type of hearing and 7 Corrective Action Plans all rejected over a period of 3 years the DOT knowing they will lose, the DOT continues to facilitate corruption by blocking hearings.  In response to continued requests for review, statements of corruption and discrimination the DOT also continues to make slanderous, false statements as they are caught already committing over 50 differential treatment actions.

As usual the DOT has mis-characterized and used its  “Special definition of the Laws”.  The DOT = (WUTC & FMCSA) and also as usual the DOT is unable to site, prove or explain the violations and why they were assessed.  The DOT hides from any review as they know the accusations against the DOT are true.

TE-161295 Brief Informal Hearing was to determine if GO VIP is “Fit and Able” to operate safely and the allegations, if not satisfactorily rebutted, support findings that Go VIP LLC is not fit to operate as a charter or excursion carrier. Steve Valentinetti was told his team could provide evidence, testimony, witnesses, case history and cross examine WUTC staff.  AAG Roberson and DOT Judge Pearson is well aware that “Collateral Estopal” is not relevant in this Brief hearing and even if it were the basis (fair trial and Rulings decided) for Collateral Estopal has not been met as none of the violations have been allowed to be challenged in a hearing. 

Collateral Estopal Definition - The issue against which collateral estoppel is claimed must be identical to an issue already litigated in the earlier case and must have been fully litigated at that time. In addition, the court must have actually decided the issue. This last requirement assures the issue was vigorously litigated so that it is fair to prevent its re-litigation in a second action because there is little likeli-hood that the results will be different the second time.

A DOT Judge Sullivan after blocking all evidence, discovery, witnesses, industry professionals and case law then making false personal “without merit” statements on record to try to obtain jurisdiction for the DOT and then not allowing a challenge to those statements or providing proof or the source of the statements and then deciding behind closed doors cannot be considered “fully and vigorously litigated”. It can be considered additional attempts to cover-up and conceal the DOT’s knowingly wrong doing. Most jurisdictions will not apply collateral estoppel, since the issues have not been fairly and fully litigated. 

SV asserts the DOT is endorsing “Discrimination” and “Cover-Up” by trying to block evidence and testimony.  This case began  WUTC’s David Pratt (May 15th 2013) letter to Amtrak in an attempt to stop Steve Valentinetti & AMI Coaches from attaining its second Federal Contract and continuing today by the DOT trying to conceal evidence, making false on record statements, slandering both Steve Valentinetti and his 24 year accident free companies. 

When we asked Mr. Pratt to recant the false, misleading letter (through Betty Young, Pratt was afraid to answer the phone) and were told “we are the State of Washington and we will do whatever we want and we don’t want to retract the letter”.  2 days after our call with the WUTC we receive 2 separate letters (May 20th 2013) from John Foster MCLE Special Investigator. (Foster supposedly works for WUTC but Nobody knows what MCLE Special Investigator is). The first letter stating he will come for a Safety Audit for the WUTC. The second letter stating he will come do a Safety Audit for the FMCSA.  The letters asked for documents to be available so our staff prepared a work station and laid out the numbered documents matching each of Fosters requests. Foster came to our office where SV, who was only present in the morning, told staff to show Mr. Foster whatever he wants to see. Office Staff = 2 Chinese girls, interns (work visa & student visa) 1 black girl (work visa) & 1 white girl (US citizen).  Foster told the girls “Mr. Valentinetti is being investigated for Federal Crimes and they had better cooperate with him or they will lose their student or work visa’s and up to possible deportation of both them and their family members if any are in this country”.  Staff provided everything Mr. Foster requested and quit that afternoon. They reported to Valentinetti that evening what transpired with Foster and that they don’t want to put themselves or their families at risk.  The next day Foster returned only to find Mr. Valentinetti who questioned Foster about his office dealings. Foster first replied that he didn’t do anything out of the ordinary however upon further questioning Foster stated to Valentinetti “if you don’t change your attitude we will have you deported also”. “Don’t think this shitty little business will keep you in this country”.  Valentinetti aggressively stated to Foster that he is a U.S. Citizen and when Foster says deport does he mean to Tacoma?  Foster grabbed his murse and departed. A few days later we received Fosters report with over 100 violations.  Foster called 2 weeks later and said “do you want $8000 worth of fines that Pratt wants to give you? I can convince Pratt your violations covered under the “New Entrant Program” if you want to cooperate and keep things on the down low. SV told Foster “it’s too late, the girls already quit and we have filed a Civil Rights complaint with the WUTC against you”.  Foster stated he was retiring soon and doesn’t need any trouble, retract the complaint. SV said “retract the 100+ violations and apologize to the office staff in writing”. Foster – “NO”.  “I could shut you down like I did Noah”. SV, “whatever, the violations are false, you know that and we will just see where the chips fall”. SV never heard from the WUTC again but several months later the FMCSA came and adopted Fosters false findings as true and shut AMI Coaches down. We again filed Civil Rights complaints with both the WUTC, FMCSA and the DOJ as well as asking for Administrative Review. The DOJ said they can’t review themselves “case closed”. FMCSA Civil Rights Dept. stated they were told to “stand down” that they had never heard action like this in 15 years.  WUTC never replied. (Cover up)  Attorney General’s Office (in the same office building, Roberson protecting Pratt)  stated they investigated the claims and found them to be “Without Merit” however no one interviewed anyone at AMI Coaches or Airline Shuttle and the AG office declined to produce the supposed report findings.

We are saying the DOT endorses racism and corruption by trying at all costs to protect those at the WUTC who are.  The DOT does this by 

1) Not investigating claims. 

2) Attempting to cover up by discrediting Steve Valentinetti personally. 

3) Not allowing a hearing for over 3 years

4) Restricting the hearing to 3 hours

5) Allowing AAG Roberson to control the hearing trying to block evidence with “Collateral Estopal” thinking Valentinetti & team don’t understand.


Assistant Attorney General making continued objections to the challenges of the alleged violations stating We are not going through this again as the violations have already been heard and decided.  This is a false statement by AAG Roberson as he is aware the issues haven’t been heard, challenged, litigated and that was the purpose of the TE-161295 Brief Informal Hearing.

The DOT speaks in general terms making without merit, loose accusations and insinuations trying to discredit Mr. Valentinetti with statements like

· “it appears Mr. Valentinetti incorporated Go VIP to conceal a history of noncompliance and avoid compliance”

· Mr. Perkinson noted that Go VIP’s application to the FMCSA incorrectly states that the Company does not have any common ownership, common management, or familial relationships with any entities that have been regulated by the FMCSA in the past three years.

· Staff believes that Mr. Valentinetti has a history of noncompliance with federal safety regulations, which demonstrates an inability or unwillingness to comply with applicable state laws governing motor carrier safety.

· In his Closing Statement, Mr. Valentinetti further elaborates on his theory were the result of racial discrimination and a subsequent “cover up,”

· Mr. Valentinetti fails to make an evidentiary showing on the basic elements of a discrimination claim

· Mr. Valentinetti spent much of his time contesting the violations found by the FMCSA, signaling his misunderstanding of the Commission’s process related to his Application

· Staff also disputes Mr. Valentinetti’s claim that he has never been given an opportunity to the address the violations found by the FMCSA

· Staff argues that the record developed at hearing supports its finding that Mr. Valentinetti’s former companies have a history of noncompliance

· avoid compliance, or mask or otherwise conceal non-compliance, or a history of non-compliance

· The undisputed evidence also demonstrates that Go VIP proposes to engage in substantially the same business as that previously conducted by AMI Coaches, under the same management, and using the same vehicles and offices

· Staff argues that Mr. Valentinetti’s compliance history – specifically, that companies within his control have twice been placed out-of-service and prohibited from further operations

· Demonstrates that Go VIP is unable or unwilling to comply with state safety and insurance requirements.

· Mr. Valentinetti disputed the violations cited by the FMCSA in its 2013 and 2014 safety audits, yet admitted to nearly half of the violations in his testimony

· previously under his control have an extensive history of noncompliance that has yet to be corrected

· Go VIP is unable to adequately demonstrate that it is fit to provide service or able comply with state safety and insurance requirements.

· Indicated that it did not have any relationships involving common ownership, common control, or common management with any FMCSA-regulated entities within three years.

· failed to disclose that Mr. Valentinetti owned and operated an FMCSA-regulated entity in the three years prior to the date of the application

· This conduct, while not alone a basis for denying his Commission Application, speaks to his overall fitness.

· Mr. Valentinetti demonstrated a fundamental lack of integrity

· Mr. Valentinetti repeatedly stated he was denied the opportunity to request and receive an upgraded safety rating for either company. Yes, your honor … You’re right. We filed an appeal………….We just were not granted a hearing or appeal of any sort.

· Perhaps most concerning was Mr. Valentinetti’s adamant refusal to accept responsibility for the violations of either prior company. “The violations assessed against AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle were false and it was an attack by the DOT………without investigation, hearing, the DOT makes these statements.  “Steve Valentinetti stated under oath ‘the violations assessed by the DOT (WUTC & FMCSA) are knowingly false against AMI Coaches & Airline Shuttle’ who has never been given an opportunity to challenge or dispute, present witnesses, industry professionals or evidence against the false violations in the past 3 years”. (Differential Treatment).

· We are ashamed of the WUTC for its selective enforcement, self-serving interpretations of law, continued in 2017, and differential treatment.

· Mr. Valentinetti’s refusal to hold himself accountable is the only factor preventing either AMI Coaches or Airline Shuttle from obtaining upgraded safety ratings from the FMCSA.

· ‘why don’t you admit all violations and we’ll turn it on and just move forward?’ and I said, ‘we’re never going to admit things we didn’t do.

· Mr. Valentinetti also refuses to accept that Airline Shuttle’s operations were subject to FMCSA oversight despite repeatedly being advised that Airline Shuttle was required to follow federal motor carrier safety regulations

· Mr. Valentinetti made numerous demeaning statements about both Commission and FMCSA Staff

· Mr. Valentinetti’s statements demonstrate a lack of candor, a fundamental inability to accept responsibility for his conduct, a blatant disregard for safety regulations, and a profound disrespect for government regulators.

· Accordingly, we find that he cannot be trusted to provide charter party and excursion carrier services consistent with the public interest

· The Commission finds that the Company is not able or willing to comply with Commission safety requirements

· Mr. Valentinetti does not accept responsibility for the violations committed by AMI Coaches.

· Mr. Valentinetti does not accept responsibility for the violations committed by Airline Shuttle.

· Go VIP proposes to offer service that is substantially similar to the service previously offered by AMI Coaches, under the same management, and using the same vehicles and principal place of business.  

· Mr. Valentinetti’s compliance history demonstrates a lack of fitness to operate as a charter or excursion carrier.

· Mr. Valentinetti’s failure to accept responsibility for the violations committed by AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle demonstrate an inability or unwillingness to comply with Commission safety regulations.

· The FMCSA application filed by Go VIP contains a false statement - a carrier that was regulated by the FMCSA in the three years prior to the date of the application.

· Mr. Valentinetti’s inconsistent and contradictory testimony at hearing demonstrates a lack of candor that makes him unfit to operate as a charter or excursion carrier.

· 

These statements are the continued false light, retaliation, Differential Treatment and Discrimination etc. by the DOT

Since the DOT never admits they are wrong or investigated claims made we can only assume this is a continued, intentional personal attack against Steve Valentinetti. 

· Authority to Operate

· Insurance

· Drug & Alcohol testing

· Definition of a CMV

· Interstate VS Intrastate

If not discrimination what is it?  It’s not safety because Mr. Valentinetti’s companies have the undisputed safest companies in the United States.



The DOT/WUTC doesn’t accept SV’s evidence, documents, live testimony from industry professionals if they are not on the DOT’s side

Does SV have to be nice to the WUTC to operate (after putting us out of business for over 3 years)

AAG of Washington states Mathew Perkinson Washington State Motor Carrier Safety Unit Supervisor isn’t the expert, so who is? Why did the State of Washington come to the hearing unprepared?

WUTC now openly admits they are trying to stop Steve Valentinetti not GO VIP, AMI or Airline Shuttle from operating

The WUTC or AAG Roberson can’t challenge SV in a courtroom setting because they don’t know the Law. WAC’s RCW’s, USC’s CFR’s

AAG Roberson shares an office with WUTC’s David Pratt

Example

History of Compliance with Safety and Insurance Requirements. The undisputed evidence demonstrates

The undisputed evidence also demonstrates that Go VIP proposes to engage in substantially the same business as that previously conducted by AMI Coaches, under the same management, and using the same vehicles and offices

WUTC Closing Statement, p. 11. that Go VIP is unable or unwilling to comply with state safety and insurance requirements.

25 - Mr. Valentinetti disputed the violations cited by the FMCSA in its 2013 and 2014 safety audits, yet admitted to nearly half of the violations in his testimony, as evidenced by the following statements:  - below a few examples of Roberson’s statement being false;

1. Non-regulated Airline Shuttle (AS) is not required to keep “Driver Qualification Files (DQF’s)” Airline Shuttle is a single 14 passenger hotel van, is not a Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) as defined by State or Federal law and is not required to keep Driver Qualification Files (DQF’s), even though Airline Shuttle did keep DQF’s, Mr. Valentinetti Redacted his personal DOB information that could be used to compromise corporate banking and personal files. Because of the redacting the DOT writes a violation stating that AS does not keep or have DQF’s. This is clearly intentional “False Light” and an exaggeration that no one but corrupt DOT officials will accept as true.

This violation requires 

· FMCSA Authority which it doesn’t have. 	49 USC 13506(a)(3)(b)(1) Neither the Secretary nor the Board has jurisdiction (3) a motor vehicle owned or operated by or for a hotel

[bookmark: b_1](b) Except to the extent the Secretary or Board, as applicable, finds it necessary to exercise jurisdiction to carry out the transportation policy of section 13101, neither the Secretary nor the Board has jurisdiction (1) transportation provided entirely in a municipality, in contiguous municipalities, or in a zone that is adjacent to, and commercially a part of, the municipality or municipalities

· Operating a Commercial Motor Vehicle - CMV

· A Commercial Driver’s License Vehicle - CDL

· Operating in Interstate Commerce

This is not an admission. It is a statement that although Airline Shuttle’s hotel van did have driver qualification files, it doesn’t need them per State or Federal law. The DOT has not allowed this knowingly false violation to be challenged in any type of hearing by SV or Airline Shuttle however after the corrupt DOT Judge BLOCKED all Airline Shuttle’s Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions, Industry Professionals (Doug Ferguson - Insurance, Washington State Patrol) – CMV, CDL, D&A testing and Jurisdiction over a hotel van.  The DOT was and is unable to produce any “Case History” of the FMCSA or the WUTC regarding a hotel van. The corrupt DOT Judge stated “the DOT is using its “Special Authority”.  No Case Law, No Case history just DOT Judge Sullivan’s personal thoughts and ruled on behind closed doors disallowing all Evidence, Discovery, Testimony or cross examination



 49 CFR 358.54 - Burdon of Proof 

Valentinetti provided the WUTC with unchallenged evidence that;

· Valentinetti proved AMI Coaches had “Authority to Operate” $25,000 Fine and the reason the FMCSA states they shut down AMI Coaches without review. 49 CFR 392.9a(a)(1)  This Authority to Operate violation was supposedly found by WUTC’s and FMCSA’s John Foster MCLE Special Investigator.

· AMI Coaches is under the jurisdiction of the FMCSA. (and Operates CMV’s in Interstate Commerce)

· Airline Shuttle is not under the jurisdiction of the FMCSA or the WUTC (49 CFR 13506(3) and WAC 480-30-011)

· AMI Coaches had 5 Million Insurance and proof in the form of a policy, Certificate and MCS-90b covering 1-24 passenger bus (Vin #6629) and 4 MCI Motor Coaches.

· AMI Coaches had a Drug and Alcohol program

· Airline Shuttle (although proven unneeded because AS does not drive CMV requiring a CDL)  also had a not needed but extra safety “Drug & Alcohol program” and added themselves to AMI Coaches Drug & Alcohol “Random Testing Program” on 10-22-2013. All Airline Shuttle drivers were in other Drug & Alcohol testing programs before 10-22-2017

· Mathew Perkinson stated he is trained in both State law WAC’s, RCW’s, and Federal Law CFR’s, USC’s

· Mathew Perkinson stated the State Laws parallel the Federal Laws.

· Mathew Perkinson  clearly without question stated the WUTC does not have jurisdiction over Airline Shuttle’s hotel van WAC 480-30-011(6)(9)(11)

· Mathew Perkinson stated he is the States expert regarding transportation

· The WUTC, after being showen multiple mistakes made by the DOT, their unwillingness to accept or admit fault with undeniable proof.

· History of non-compliance – the WUTC’s false, slanderous statement of non-compliance has never been re-investigated.  

· SV fraud- We had never put our new bus (with an Annual Inspection) in service

· Protected class – DOT/FMCSA/WUTC chooses to make fun of Steve Valentinetti’s lack of exact heritage because he was adopted

· Airline Shuttle was shut down in retaliation for SV and team making Civil Rights violation claims against the WUTC & the FMCSA and including filing with the Washington State Attorney General’s Office (Jeff Roberson)

· Jeff James – Director of Washington State Division FMCSA doesn’t know if the FMCSA has jurisdiction over Airline Shuttle

· Nolan Rice – FMCSA Investigator doesn’t know if the FMCSA has jurisdiction over Airline Shuttle. Rice, after being shown photo’s, also doesn’t know what vehicle he wrote the violations on.

· Dishonest, Corrupt Sullivan made statements that are unsupported with any testimony, record, finding about Airline Shuttle’s operation in an attempt to gain jurisdiction. When challenged, Sullivan stated she thought Airline Shuttle was Directly Paid, in Advance for transportation service. The truthful fact is there is no record of payment.  Sullivan’s statement was proven false but she refused to remove or correct the record.



1. Valentinetti provided unchallenged evidence that AMI Coaches had full “Authority to Operate” in Interstate Commerce April 7th 2013 during the Emergency 2 Motor Coach rescue of passengers after a mudslide struck a moving passenger train, from Mukilteo to Seattle’s Amtrak King Street Station.  

The FMCSA relied on WUTC’s MCLE Special Investigator John Foster who was contracted to do both a “WUTC Safety Compliance Review” and a “FMCSA Safety Audit” (May 20th 2013).  Foster was sent to destroy AMI Coaches reputation and ability to obtain an additional Federal Contracts that were currently being vetted.  WUTC’s David Pratt who 5 days earlier (May 15th 2013) sent an inflammatory, misleading letter to Ron Eaton of Amtrak Corporate stating AMI Coaches does not have authority to operate.  

Mathew Perkinson - Washington State Motor Carrier Safety Unit Supervisor

I supervise the motor carrier safety unit for eight months. Can you describe any training that has prepared you to carry out your duties? Answer - Leading up to my current position, I  performed compliance reviews for a couple of years  previous to that  I was an investigator with the Commission in both consumer protection and transportation and I’ve received federal training as part of my certification  process.

· And are you familiar with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's practices?  Answer - Yes I am.

· And is it important that documents like this are accurate? Answer – Yes

· Well like in this case the might be used for consideration of a new applicant

· At the end of that document, did you recommend that the 24   Commission offer Go VIP a chance to explain its 25   compliance history? Answer – Yeah

· You've mentioned you've had federal training.  Are you familiar with the FMCSA safety audit process Answer – Yes

· Does a carrier also have the opportunity to appeal the unsatisfactory rating if they think it's incorrect? Answer - yes the can request an upgrade.

· Is it important that those safety audit memos be accurate? Answer – Yes, because as I said it impacts the operating status of a company and it can result in monetary penalties that clearly impact companies.

· Just a general overview there would be a failure to have a random controlled substance and alcohol testing program as Mr. Valentinetti already spoke about there was violations of operating a commercial vehicle without the proper endorsements here was also making or casing to made fraudulent or intentional false entry on annual inspection form those particular violations are acute violations. And Before moving on, what is the significance of those violations being acute?  Answer - Acute is the highest level of risk associated with a violation. Critical is the second level.  And then no acute or critical association would be more administrative, maybe paperwork missing.

Question - When you say "risk," what do you mean?  Risk of what? Answer - Of an accident occurring or potential breakdown within the company’s operations that could impact the public.

Question -   So are you familiar with the federal regulations? Answer - Yeah absolutely I’ve spent a couple of years going through training and certification throughout the country specific to the code of federal regulations.

Q  Does state law incorporate those federal regulations?  Answer - Yes Question -  So would the conduct constituting these violations also constitute violations of state law? Answer – Yes

Q  And given that Mr. Valentinetti is going to be the owner and operator of Go VIP coaches, do you think that history is relevant here? Answer Yes I do.  And so given that safety history, do you recommend that the Commission deny Mr. Valentinetti's application for operating authority? Answer – Yes

S. Valentinetti Cross Examination of Mathew Perkinson - Washington State Motor Carrier Safety Supervisor

Q - Mr. Perkinson, you are familiar with the CFRs and USCs  because you had training in federal law as well as you worked for the state? Answer - yes sir

Q - And the state law and the federal law is meant to parallel, you said? Answer - Yes the Washington state adopts federal law.

Q - Does the UTC work for the FMCSA? Answer - We have investigators that are trained to perform federal investigations operate under a grant. 

Q  So sometimes the Washington State Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) investigator does the investigation for the FMCSA?  Answer Yes

Q - Airline Shuttle's been in operation for 24 years, you think that that is a history of noncompliance?  Assuming those were true, assuming the violations were true, nine violations in 24 years is a history of noncompliance? Answer - I think given the recent nature of the violations that they were discovered a few years ago Yes.

Q - And has Go VIP or Airline Shuttle sufficiently shown you what the evidence that you have in the book in front of you, that violation No. 1 that's acute, failing to implement a random controlled alcohol and substance testing, that that violation is not true?  Do you understand that?       AAG MR. ROBERSON:  Objection, I think this is decided by the federal courts.            JUDGE PEARSON:  I agree.  I'm going to sustain the objection.  Move on to your next question.

Q  And what does "MCLE special investigator" mean? Answer -  I’m not exactly sure. It’s motor carrier similar to what the title is. 

Q - So John Foster was a contract worker for the FMCSA? Answer – No  MR. VALENTINETTI:  He doesn't work for the   FMCSA?                JUDGE PEARSON:  Correct.  He is performing a safety audit, in accordance with the FMCSA requirements, which are adopted by the Commission.  VALENTINETTI: So my point is that Foster works -- he is a contract worker for the Feds.    MR. ROBERSON:  Objection, relevance.                  JUDGE PEARSON:  Yeah, I'm going to sustain the objection.   MR. VALENTINETTI:  He's not then?                 JUDGE PEARSON:  No    JUDGE PEARSON:  He was not a contract worker for the FMCSA.  You need to drop that -  MR. VALENTINETTI:  He was not?                   JUDGE PEARSON:  -- and move on

Q  I guess I didn't get the answer, Mr. Perkinson.  The nine violations in 24 years is a history of noncompliance? Answer - Again, considering 2013/2014 violations and the severity of those violations.

Q  And with the evidence in front of you in the book that the violations are false, since you don't want to revisit it, do you still stand behind that statement?  Answer - I'm not clear on the question.  Q  What I'm saying is:  One of the violations was we didn't have the effective -- since we have Mr. Ferguson here, I'll use that one -- we didn't have the effective required amount of insurance, and Mr. Ferguson, he is here in person, telling you that's not true.            MR. ROBERSON:  Objection.  This is decided by the Feds.                 JUDGE PEARSON:  Right.  Okay.  So I'm going to sustain the objection.	                  MR. VALENTINETTI:  Your Honor, Mr. Foster, your employee, wrote that violation and the Feds adopted it.  So when you do that, I get what you're saying, that was done by the Feds.  No, it was done by the UTC, then the Feds said, Well, that's what they said, and now you're saying that's what they said.  You're pointing your fingers and trying to dance out of it.  Foster wrote it, it's your guy, and we’re proving it wrong.

Q  Mr. Perkinson, can you tell me the date on your exhibit -- I'm not sure what exhibit number it is your exhibit where the safety audit was done on Airline Shuttle?  Answer - I can tell you the closing date was March 7th, 2014. 

Q - Okay.  Then could you turn to Exhibit 1 in our book, please, to the second page.  "Statement of drug and alcohol testing"? Q  Yes.  Can you tell me the date on the top of that?  Answer - October 22nd, 2013. 

Q  And to the left where it says "this certifies that,"  what two companies are there?   Answer -  AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle.  

Q  And if you skim that document real quickly for the  court, and I think you've looked at it before, would you say that that is a document that states that both AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle had a random drug and alcohol testing program on October 22nd, 2013?  Answer -  I would not.  I mean, I know in the course of my work,  we would contact whatever the consortium is if there is a document like this to verify the carrier had drug and alcohol 

Q  And to the left where it says "this certifies that," what two companies are there?  Answer  AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle.  

Q  And if you skim that document real quickly for the  court, and I think you've looked at it before, would you say that that is a document that states that both  AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle had a random drug and   alcohol testing program on October 22nd, 2013?  Answer =  I would not.  I mean, I know in the course of my work, we would contact whatever the consortium is if there is a document like this to verify the carrier had drug and alcohol.

Q  So there is a possibility that this was falsified like the exhaust pipe?  Answer - I did not say that. 

Q  Well, it's a possibility?            JUDGE PEARSON:  Yeah, so I think what Mr. Perkinson is saying is that's not enough.  If he were doing the audit, he would follow up and require additional information.   JUDGE PEARSON:  And I understand -- you've already explained at length that you believed that you were in compliance and had a drug and alcohol testing program in place.             MR. VALENTINETTI:  This is real evidence.              JUDGE PEARSON:  You need to move on to the next point.                MR. VALENTINETTI:  Your Honor, for ten seconds, this is real evidence.  A phone call could be made to these guys in one second, and these could run out of the room and say, did they have it?  Yes or no.

What I'm trying to say is, I know in a perfect world you guys stand around the water heater and say, we do a good job.  We put bad operators out of business.  That's not what's going on here.  With two hours of time, you’re not allowing me to address it.  This is real evidence.  Can I show you -

JUDGE PEARSON:  I don't think -- I'm going to stop you right there.  I don't think that anyone has asserted that Mr. Perkinson is an expert on federal jurisdiction of various motor carriers.

Q  Have we sufficiently established that Airline Shuttle does not need a random drug and alcohol or any testing program whatsoever?         MR. ROBERSON:  Objection.                   JUDGE PEARSON:  I'm going to sustain your objection.  I don't think that Mr. Perkinson, again, is qualified or should have to answer questions about the federal jurisdiction.  And this has already been decided by the FMCSA.  We've already been down that road.  So we're not –

Issues Not Addressed that will be addressed at the FORMAL HEARING

UFA 4.0 Uniform Fine Assessment – 

Emergency Service

All statements in Roberson’s letter to the Commission

Collateral Estoppel

Differential Treatment

Reluctance of the WUTC to accept evidence

WUTC, pressure to admit false violations or remain “Out of Business”

Race, color, protected class

2 Staff notes that Mr. Valentinetti’s companies had, independent of any appeal of the proposed safety rating, the chance to improve their unsatisfactory safety ratings by submitting an acceptable safety plan. (denying petition for administrative review based on Mr. Valentinetti’s failure to submit an acceptable corrective action plan).

Mr. Valentinetti fails to make any evidentiary showing on the basic elements of a discrimination claim.

Mr. Valentinetti fails to make any credible showing of impropriety with regard to the involvement of David Pratt, John Foster

Mr. Valentinetti’s history of regulatory non-compliance was established at the time of hearing.

AAG properly invoked the doctrine of collateral estoppel to prevent the impermissible re-litigation

Mr. Perkinson determined that Staff should recommend denying Go VIP’s application after his investigation

Mr. Valentinetti’s previous companies unquestionably have a history of non-compliance with relevant safety regulations

AMI Coaches never challenged the violations or the unsatisfactory safety rating

Staff recommends denying a household goods permit because the applicant has a criminal history

Staff simply needed to show that Mr. Valentinetti’s companies had a history of non-compliance

He simply could not credibly do so in light of the record at hearing.

Mr. Valentinetti also contends that he has “never been given an opportunity” to dispute the violations found by FMCSA. The safety audits in the record prove this allegation false: they provide that Mr. Valentinetti had the opportunity to challenge the violations by submitting evidence to FMCSA. Mr. Valentinetti simply failed to do so.

Airline Shuttle - denying review of unsatisfactory safety rating for failure to make a timely challenge

(denying petition for administrative review based on Mr. Valentinetti’s failure to submit an acceptable corrective action plan).

+ Etc.



Steve Valentinetti

GO VIP

steve@GO-VIP.us
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Washington State Utilities and Transportation Commission



This is GO VIP’s TE-161295 official request for a Formal Hearing or WAC 480-07-830

Motion to reopen the record prior to entry of a final order.



WAC 480-07-830 Motion to reopen the record prior to entry of a final order.

WAC 480-07-610(5)(7) & RCW 34.05.488. Oral petitions for review

See request for Formal Hearing along with this cover letter GO VIP +1

Steve Valentinetti

steve@GO-VIP.us
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Safety Comparison Chart – TE-161295

5-1-2017 @ 13:30







Reportable Crash Definition = 

A fatality: any person(s) killed in or outside of any vehicle (truck, bus, car, etc.) involved in the crash or who dies within 30 days of the crash as a result of an injury sustained in the crash; OR

An injury: any person(s) injured as a result of the crash who immediately receives medical treatment away from the crash scene; OR

Tow-away: any motor vehicle (truck, bus, car, etc.) disabled as a result of the crash and transported away from the scene by a tow truck or other vehicle.



Ride the Ducks of Seattle  USDOT - 1905507 Reportable Crashes per month. 

Jan 2017 = 3   Per FMCSA’s SMS website

Feb 2017 = 2   Per FMCSA’s SMS website

Mar 2017 = 3   Per FMCSA’s SMS website

· 12 month period = 5 deaths, 35+ injuries  Per FMCSA’s SMS website

· Average 2.75 reportable crashes per month  Per FMCSA’s SMS website

· No Acute or Critical Violations Discovered  Per FMCSA’s SMS website

= Ducks are operating today with full unrestricted WUTC Authority.  



Starline Luxury Buses – W/ 5 DOT numbers – FMCSA’s  Safety Management System “Starline” (SMS) Crash Data Blocked from public view

USDOT 2945816

USDOT 2725084

USDOT 2825804

USDOT 2912267

USDOT 839132

2016, Crashed through a building (no other vehicle involved) in Burien, 6 blocks from our office…….no enforcement by WUTC or FMCSA

= Starline operating today fully unrestricted WUTC & FMCSA Authority.

Airline Shuttle Reportable Crashes per decade = Non Regulated but Placed out of business with “Special Jurisdiction” because of “Special Safety Concerns”.  CMV, CDL, Insurance, Inspections, Drug & Alcohol program, vehicle marking

1989 – 2000 = 0

2000 – 2010 = 0

2010 – 2014 = 0



CMV Definition 			Insurance	Drug & Alcohol			Drivers CDL’s

49 CFR 390.5 - 26,000 lbs. 16 seats		1.5 million	Not needed but in place 10-22-2013	All Drivers had CDL’s (not needed)

49 CFR 390.3 - 9 to 15 passenger exemption

49 CFR 382.107 – 26,000 lbs. 16 seats



[bookmark: _GoBack]AMI Coaches Reportable Crashes complete history = Placed out of business because of safety concerns. “Authority, Insurance, Inspections, Drug & Alcohol program, etc.” all proved falsely assessed against AMI Coaches”.



2012 – 2014 = 0









GO VIP Reportable Crashes = 0

· Hearing Docket # TE-161295 WUTC Intent to Deny Application of Certificate makes a statement of Non-Compliance and Falsification by Steve Valentinetti.

· Insurance Companies warned about Steve Valentinetti’s (alleged non-compliance) history, not AMI or Airline Shuttle….both corporate entity’s

· Hainan Airlines - Warned about using Steve Valentinetti’s Companies

· EVA Air - Warned about using Steve Valentinetti’s Companies

· University of Washington - Warned about using Steve Valentinetti’s Companies

· Chief Sealth International High School - Warned about using Steve Valentinetti’s Companies

· Comfort Suites Hotel – Warned about using Steve Valentinetti’s Companies

· Probably more that we don’t know about





According to the Department of Transportation’s Uniform Fine Assessment (UFA) 4.0 Calculation Explanation both Airline Shuttle and AMI Coaches would have a Satisfactory Rating without the proven false violations like.

· Not having the required amounts of insurance  Proved false at TE-161295

· Not having proof of insurance  Proved false at TE-161295

· Not having a Drug & Alcohol program  Proved false at TE-161295

· Not having a Random Drug & Alcohol program  Proved false at TE-161295

· Falsifying Documents – tail pipe exchange. This statement is proof against the DOT as purposeful False Light

· Driving a CMV without annual inspection

· Etc.





https://www.facebook.com/konfusedkoala/videos/419502998430870/



Thank you





Steve Valentinetti

GO VIP

206-242-2000

steve@GO-VIP.us
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Certificate of Service



Rayne Pearson									rpearson@utc.wa.gov

Administrative Law Judge



Jeff Roberson									jroberso@utc.wa.gov

Assistant Attorney General (AAG) 



WUTC Commission Staff								records@utc.wa.gov



Mathew Perkinson 								mperkins@utc.wa.gov

Motor Carrier Safety Supervisor WUTC							360-644-1236 office 

360-701-1601 mobile



Steve Valentinetti									steve@GO-VIP.us

GO VIP										206-242-2000 office

206-423-5000 mobile





X_________________________

Steve Valentinetti

4-27-2017 @ 13:30


Evidence to present 

· Amtrak Invitation X092

· FMCSA April 1st 2013 “Preliminary Grant of Authority AMI Coaches

· 2007 Washington State Limousine Permit for VIN1725 & Registration & GVW 8000

· Table of Violation Discovered Airline Shuttle

· FMCSA Guidelines & Driver Qualifications

· Washington State e-mail Systems and Licensing Support

· AMI Coaches MCS 90b inc. 6629

· Airline Shuttle insurance docs

· US Health Works SV 8-30-2013 JM 9-5-2013 D & A documents

· Cert of Completion Drug & Alcohol 100%

· Comfort Suites letters x2

· Comfort Suites Hotel Documents

· EVA Air fax 9-28-2013

· FMCSA pack of documents

· FMCSA list of AMI Coaches vehicles

· Evergreen Trails Cert of Convenience – Crew Transportation +1

· 3-7-2014 Airline Shuttle Compliance Review

· Steve Valentinetti – Trial Brief

· FMCSA – Nolan Rice Declaration

· FMCSA Nolan Rice E-Mails – Amtrak, Comfort Suites, LJK Company but non to Hainan or EVA Air

· Signed Statement of Steve Valentinetti 

· Photos of AMI Coaches 24 pax bus, Airline Shuttle 14 pax van

· Transactions – Port of Seattle

· Airline Shuttle invoice from transportation attorneys Williams Kastner & Gibbs 4-11-14

· UFA Fine Assessment 4.0

· WUTC May 15th 2013 progression of documents

· Insurance document

· D & A documents

· GO VIP Driver file

· Maintenance File

· FMCSA website CFR’s & USC’s

· Other supporting documents & photos



Witnesses for GO VIP

Steve Valentinetti

Doug Ferguson by phone – Insurance Broker

WSP Commercial Vehicle Inspector

Peter G – By phone – Highline Frame



Request to be present

WSP

Rep from Bob Fergusons office

WUTC member who understands the CFR’s & USC’s, WAC’s, RCW’s (M. Perkison)



Steve Valentinetti



[bookmark: _GoBack]Cert of Service via electronic mail UTC and e-mail

Krista Gross UTC

Paige Doyle UTC

Mathew Perkison UTC

Jeff Roberson 

Rayne Pearson 

Steve Valentinetti




Overview of Federal 
Requirements


Interstate 9 to 15  
Passenger Vehicles


FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
REQUIREMENTS
Regulations covering the minimum levels of 
financial responsibility (insurance) are found 
in 49 CFR Part 387, Subpart B. For-hire motor 
carriers operating any vehicle with a seating 
capacity of 15 passengers or less in interstate 
commerce are required to have $1,500,000 in 
public liability insurance. A for-hire motor carrier 
of passengers is a company engaged in the 
transportation of passengers for compensation. 
Minimum levels of financial responsibility are 
determined by highest seating capacity of any 
vehicle operated by an interstate for-hire motor 
carrier of passengers.


The financial responsibility requirements do not 
apply to:


• A motor vehicle providing taxicab service 
and having a seating capacity of less than 
7 passengers and not operated on a regular 
route or between specified points; or


• A motor vehicle carrying less than 16 people 
in a single daily round trip commuting to and 
from work.


OPERATING AUTHORITY 
REQUIREMENTS
A for-hire passenger carrier is a company 
that provides transportation of passengers for 
compensation. You can be a for-hire passenger 
carrier regardless of whether: 


1. you are compensated directly or indirectly for 
the transportation service provided; 


2. the compensation is paid or not paid by the 
passengers; or 


3. you have a non-profit status. 


If you are operating a motor vehicle in interstate 
commerce as a for-hire motor carrier of 
passengers, you must obtain interstate operating 
authority unless you operate within a commercial 
zone or are otherwise exempted. Operating 
authority applicants are issued an MC number by 
FMCSA. For on-line application filing for operating 
authority, go to http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov.
This brochure is intended to provide a 
general overview of the financial responsibility 
(insurance) requirements and the operating 
authority requirements. Please consult 49 CFR 
Parts 365, 372, and 387, and 49 USC Chapters 
135 and 139 for specific information.


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Educational and technical assistance can be 
obtained from the FMCSA’s Web site at  
www.fmcsa.dot.gov. Any person seeking 
additional assistance should contact the closest 
FMCSA field office.


This brochure is only intended to provide general 
regulatory information for passenger operations. 


It is not intended to be a substitute for the 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.


Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration


www.fmcsa.dot.gov FMCSA-ECP-10-005     December 2012







Interstate 9 to 15 Passenger Vehicles:  
Overview of Federal Requirements


OVERVIEW OF SAFETY REGULATIONS
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
(FMCSA) has safety regulatory oversight 
responsibility for commercial van operations and 
for-hire operators of small passenger-carrying 
vehicles that engage in interstate commerce.  
Motor carriers are subject to regulatory oversight 
when their vehicles are used on a highway in 
interstate commerce to transport passengers, 
if the vehicle is designed or used to transport 
9 to 15 passengers (including the driver) for 
compensation. The specific safety regulations 
applicable to such operations depend on the form 
of the compensation received by the operator 
for the transportation services provided (i.e., in 
the form of either direct compensation or not 
for direct compensation). Direct compensation 
means payment made to the motor carrier 
by the passengers or the individual acting on 
behalf of the passengers for the transportation 
services provided, and not included in a total 
package charge or other assessment for highway 
transportation services.


DIRECT COMPENSATION 
Motor carriers operating vehicles designed or 
used to transport 9 to 15 passengers (including 
the driver) for direct compensation, regardless of 
the distance traveled, are subject to the safety 
standards in Part 385 and Parts 390 through 396 
of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations 
(FMCSRs). These carriers are required to file a 
motor carrier identification report (Section 390.19) 
and mark their vehicles with the U.S. DOT 
identification number and legal name or single 
trade name of the operator (Section 390.21). For 
on-line motor carrier identification report filing to 
obtain a U.S. DOT identification number, go to 
http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov. 
Among other requirements, these carriers are 
also subject to safety fitness procedures and new 
entrant safety assurance procedures (Part 385); 
accident register recordkeeping (Section 390.15); 
driver qualification and medical examination 
requirements (Part 391); required to maintain and 
update driver qualification files (Section 391.51); 
required to comply with maximum driving time 
standards (Section 395.5); required to maintain 
records of duty status (Section 395.8) or time 
records (for drivers covered by the short-haul 
exemption in Section 395.1(e)(1)); and recordkeeping 
for inspection, repair, and maintenance (Part 
396).  Motor carriers are subject to these same 
regulations when their vehicle has a gross vehicle 
weight or gross vehicle weight rating of 10,001 
or more pounds and is used on a highway in 
interstate commerce to transport passengers, even 
if the vehicle is designed and used to transport 8 or 
less passengers.


NOT FOR DIRECT COMPENSATION
Motor carriers operating vehicles designed 
or used to transport 9 to 15 passengers 
(including the driver) not for direct 
compensation, regardless of the distance 
traveled, are required to:


• File a motor carrier identification report


• Mark their vehicles with their motor 
carrier identification number (U.S. DOT 
identification number)


• Maintain an accident register


• Comply with the prohibition against drivers 
texting while driving, and


• Comply with the driver use restrictions of 
cellular phones


For on-line motor carrier identification report 
filing to obtain a U.S. DOT identification 
number, go to http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov. 
For more specific information about the 
regulations limiting the use of electronic 
devices, consult 49 CFR Part 392, Subpart H.


This brochure is intended to provide a 
general overview of the applicability of 
various parts of the FMCSRs. Please 
consult the parts of title 49 CFR listed 
above for more specific information.







Airline Shuttle 14 PAX van Vin #1725  photos Above w/ flight crew
CDL license w/ passenger endorsment – Not needed however both Airline Shuttle
drivers had CDL class A’s
Drug and Alcohol testing – Not needed however both Airline Shuttle drivers were



entered in 2 different Drug and Alcohol testing programs including Airline Shuttles.
Proven with Certificate of enrollment from U.S. Health Works
1.5 Million Insurance – yes w- Policy, Certificate & live testimony by Doug Ferguson
FMCSA Authority – No, Not needed, Airline Shuttle is a non-CDL hotel van for flight
crews only. 49 USC 13506
WUTC Authority – No, not needed, Airline Shuttle is a non-CDL hotel van for flight
crews only. WAC 480-30-011
Washington State Limousine license for the above 14 passenger van (vin 1725) - 2
photos below

 
 

Does the WUTC have jurisdiction over Limousines? Answer – NO,   The Washington State Patrol
does  (Vin 1725)
 
DOT’s airport attack in front of Flight Crew claiming Airline Shuttle is not authorized to transport (Vin
1725, 14 PAX van) after 1 hour hold no violations issued.



 
AMI Coaches “Emergency Service Van” chains up AMI buses on Snoqualimie Pass then helps the
other bus companies for FREE

Steve Valentinetti – AMI Coaches, Airline Shuttle, GO VIP’s owner…….accident free 24 years, put out
of business forever with false violations and without review.



 
Things for the DOT to think about

Was it for Safety? No complaints, No accidents in 24 years, proved AMI had 5 million
insurance, proved 1.5 for Airline Shuttle, proved Drug & Alcohol in place for both AMI
and Airline Shuttle
Amtrak, Amazon, Sounders, American Airlines, Delta Airlines, United Airlines didn’t
complain about service, equipment or driving.
The WUTC staff makes the following allegations based on its review and
investigation – Did the WUTC or the FMCSA investigate or review?  The DOT uses
damaging without merit language stating Steve Valentinetti –

“made a fraudulent intentionally false entry”
“mask or conceal the history of noncompliance”
“ evade the orders forbidding AMI and Airline Shuttle from operating”   The
DOT now admits nothing we present    or do will be accepted by the DOT,
these hearings are simply a fishing expedition to evaluate how much trouble the
State is in for its undeniably poor judgement.
“permitted”, “failed” “engaged”
 “history of Non-Compliance”
“history of violating federal regulations governing safe operations and insurance
requirements”

So what happened here? 
Could it be Business interuption
Differential Treatment
Discrimination
Could it be DOT’s (WUTC’s David Pratt, Director of Transportation Safety) 
trying to manipulate  Amtrak Federal Contracts and he got caught, (see May 15,
2013 letter from Pratt to Rob Eaton, Director of Government Affairs Amtrak,
Pratt sites 49 USC 13501) now the DOT is trying to protect him and cover for the other
corrupt operations. (also see AMI Coaches 2-25-2013 Decisions MC-816340, April 1st

2013 & April 29th 2013)
If the lies, false violations and keeping Steve Valentinetti out of business isn’t to protect
the State from exposure it must be just straight up discrimination and differential
treatment,  is there another reason?

 

 
The DOT shutting SV’s companies down issued these false violations;

49 CFR 382.305 FEDERAL ACUTE Failing to implement Random Controlled
substance and/or alcohol testing program……False, both AMI and non-CDL Airline
Shuttle “not required” had and proved to WUTC at TE-161295 that we had “Pre-
employment, Random and suspicion Drug & Alcohol testing.
49 CFR 387.31(a) Acute Operating a passenger carrying vehicle without having in
effect the required minimum levels of financial responsability……False, both AMI and
non-CDL Airline Shuttle “not required” had and proved to WUTC at TE-161295 that
we had 5 Million and 1.5 Million respectively.
49 CFR 387.31(d) Critical Failing to maintain at principal place of business required
proof of financial responsibility……..False, Policy, Certificate, MCS-90b and the
personal testimony of Commercial Insurance company owner Doug Ferguson provided
at TE-161295
49 CFR 391.51(a) Failing to maintain driver qualification file on each driver
employed…….False, Steve Valentinetti, owner of both companies redacted only his
birth date so personal & business banking could not be compromised.  SV provided his
Enhanced WDL CDL class A, Med Card to investigator who wrote the violation stating
“Airline Shuttle doesn’t keep drivers files”



49 CFR 395.8(a) Failing to require driver to make a “Record of Duty Status”……False,
a hotel van (non-CDL) is not required to complete ROD’s.
49 CFR 395.8(k)(1) Failing to preserve ROD’s supporting documents for 6 months……
False, a hotel van (non-CDL) is not required to complete ROD’s or preserve ROD’s.
49 CFR 396.3(b) Failing to keep minimum records of inspection and vehicle
maintenance……False, Airline Shuttle and AMI Coaches both presented annual
inspections to the investigator. The Airline Shuttle 14 PAX Non-CDL Van had not been
inspected by the FMCSA and it doesn’t need to be.  Note to WUTC – If every vehicle
CDL or not is under the jurisdiction of the FMCSA then there is no need for the
WUTC.
49 CFR 396.11(a) Failing to require driver to prepare driver vehicle inspection report
(DVIR)……..False, Airline Shuttles Non-CDL 14 passenger van is not required to
prepare or keep DVIR’s.
49 CFR 396.17(a) Using a commercial motor vehicle not periodically
inspected…….False, not inspected by the FMCSA because it is a hotel van and is not
required to be inspected by the FMCSA    see 49 USC 13506
49 CFR 382.301(a) Using a driver before the motor carrier has received a negative pre-
employment controlled substance test result…….False, our driver were all school bus
drivers and provided negative pre-employment results and within 30 day tested for
Airline Shuttle as well as entered into AMI Coaches random pool.
49 CFR 391.51(b)(2) Failing to maintain inquires into drivers driving record in drivers
qualification file. Driver cited was Jim Mondry. Carrier did not retain original driver
abstracts…….False, Jim Mondry was hired before there was an FMCSA (1998)
49 CFR 395.8(a) Failing to require driver to make “Record of Duty
Status”……….False, each driver filled out a DVIR included his or her time card. We
are a bus company and operate within 100 air mile and are not required to log book.
49 CFR 395.8(k)(1) Failing to preserve ROD’s supporting documents supporting
documents for 6 months. Intercruises Charter bus trip slip is returned to Intercruises.
……False
49 CFR 396.17(a) Using a CMV not periodically inspected, violation date 9-27-
2013……False, WUTC’s own Ray Gardner inspected Unit #2 November 2012. Look it
up by the CVSA number 17971576



49 CFR 395.8(a) Failing to require driver to make a record of duty status. Driver Mike
Burdick worked for Horizon Coach Lines (9-14-2013) and failed to disclose with 7 day
work week sheet.
49 CFR 395.8(k)(1) STATE CRITICAL Failing to preserve ROD’s supporting
documents supporting documents for 6 months……. False, Intercruises is the company
that gets the Charter bus slips and pays the bill. Same violation as above
49 CFR 382.601(b) 1-11 Federal Failed to provide to employees a written policy on
misuse of alcohol and controlled substances…….Written policy did not have employers
representative on it…….
AMI Coaches Jurisdiction, the largest violation carrying a $25,000 fine. that the
WUTC forgot to include in its rejection letter because it was the WUTC’s David Pratt
who started this deception and made the knowingly false accusation……….that the
FMCSA adopted and placed AMI Coaches out of business.

 
So now the DOT is 0 for 18 violations yet they won’t allow a hearing or investigation and are still
trying to keep Steve Valentinetti “out of business” unless he falsely admits to violations not
committed releasing the State of Washington from liability. (see DOT Judge Pearson openly admits in
“Intent to Deny application TE-161295)  The DOT will be exposed as Corrupt, Discriminating and
Falsifiying government organization.  The public will be disappointed and will find it hard to put their
faith in the DOT for things like HOV tolling, the tunnel project, King County Metro, the Ferry system
or the judicial system.
 
When Valentinetti asked WUTC Judge Rayne Pearson (TE-161295) if we have presented suffecitent
evidence proving AMI Coaches and Airline Shuttle have the required amount of insurance and proof
of the required amounts by physical presenting the Policy, Certificate of Insurance, cab card & MCS-
90b as well as live testimony from Douglas Ferguson (39 year owner of Ferguson & Accoiates)

Pearson stated “it is not enough”  What do the other companies that are being investigated
produce?.........Differential Treatment is placed on Valentinetti. Other companies show any of the
above, Policy, Certificate or MCS-90b if appropreate. Valentinetti had all 3 including live testimony
from the man who wrote the policy however for the corrupt WUTC it is not enough.
 
WUTC’s Mathew Perkison admitted at TE-161295 the WUTC does not have Jurisdiction over Airline
Shuttle.
Mr Perkson testified he is trained in both State and Federal Laws.



Mr Perkison testified that the WAC’s and the RCW’s follow and parallel the Federal law’ CFR’s and
USC”s and Airline Shuttle is not under the Jurisdiction of either the FMCSA or the WUTC.
 
The DOT just talks but is unable to prove any of the assessed violations. DOT Judge Sullivan just
wrote a 14 page brief on why her fax machine doesn’t work and that she is unable to operate a
computer but purports herself as a CFR & USC expert after 6 years even though her Judicial colleges
call her useless dead weight just taking up space. Sullivan never addresses violations or why
regardless of what evidence we try to admit she blocks or why she believes the DOT is correct. She
does however state how she changed the dates, times  and titles on our submissions and that she
didn’t receive it on time.  Everyone else did, Van Steinberg, Slater, records. That’s why we send it to
everyone.
Sullivan stated early on “I’m going to do something special” block all discovery after Airline Shuttle
produced answers to all discovery requests and the FMCSA answered none.
 
Yes, the DOT is a corrupt government organization from the bottom to the top and endorses
modern day discrimination with the USC’s CFR’s, WAC’s, RCW’s having different meanings for
different people.
 
DOT Judge Pearson’s statement “Overall, Mr. Valentinetti’s statements demonstrate a lack of
candor, a fundamental inability to accept responsibility for his conduct, a blatant disregard for safety

regulations, and a profound disrespect for government regulators. Accordingly, we
find that he cannot be trusted to provide charter party and excursion carrier services consistent with
the public interest”.
 
Note to Pearson – Mr. Valentinetti disrespects ANYONE that is dishonest, corrupt, discriminatory,
racist or protects those who are.  We are ashamed of the DOT.
Mr. Valentinetti especially takes offense to AAG Roberson making fun of his heritage.
 
Steve Valentinetti
stevevalentinetti@hotmail.com
steve@GO-VIP,us
206-242-2000
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